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Hypeloot 


	Earn up to $12000 USDT Daily
	Join 170.000+ Users
	First-Ever AI Gaming Platform
	Live since 2022
	Start instantly
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SirWin 


	Welcome Offer: 550% Up to 1500$ + $400 FreeChip
	Welcome Offer Mega pack: 600% Up to 4250$ + 250$ FreeChip
	%100 500$ Slot Bonus
	%100 500$ Sport Bonus
	%15 Casino Cashback
	%20 Sport Deposit Bonus
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BitStarz 


	Award-Winning Crypto Casino
	Get 5 BTC + 200 Free Spins
	Record Win - $2.4 Million!
	4500+ Top-quality games
	Get your winnings in minutes
	Join & Win today!
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FTX estate sold $1.9b Solana at discount price 
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Toncoin enters top 10 crypto by market capitalization, overtakes Avalanche 
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Hard Cap in Cryptocurrency 


Hard Cap is the is the maximum amount of funds that a crypto startup can raise through a crowdfunding event... 



Read more →






Market Cap in Crypto 


Market cap is the short form of market capitalization and is one of the most followed metrics in finance. 



Read more →






Pre-mine in Cryptocurrency 


Pre-mining is when a crypto project mints token before it is opened to the broader public. 



Read more →






Ethereum Layer-2 Solution: Raiden Network 


The Raiden Network is a layer-2 scaling solution for Ethereum that adopts the same principles as Bitcoin's Lightning Network. The... 



Read more →
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Ripple to launch USD-pegged stablecoin  





Ripple will launch a new stablecoin pegged to the U.S. dollar, entering the $150 billion market dominated by Tether and Circle. 
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How have recent legal challenges impacted Tron’s trajectory, and what implications does this hold for Tether’s future?  According to recent... 
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All eyes are on the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which has opened a period for public feedback... 
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IMF urges Ukraine to complete crypto regulation update by end-2024, official says 





The IMF has urged Ukraine to complete virtual asset legislation by the end of 2024 due to regulatory concerns and... 
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Ethereum Layer 2 networks to hit $1 trillion in 6 years, VanECK predicts 





Global fund manager VanECK has high hopes for Ethereum Layer 2 (L2) networks, predicting that these could be valued at... 
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Investment firm Multicoin Capital revealed in a recent blog post that it had co-led a $225 million funding round in... 
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Parallel, a science fiction trading card game with support for non-fungible tokens (NFTs), is coming to Epic Games Store following... 
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United States District Judge Edgardo Ramos has sentenced Irina Dilkinska, the ex-head of legal and compliance for the notorious OneCoin... 
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April's crypto spotlight shines on Bitcoin Cash, Jupiter, and KangaMoon, three altcoins poised for potentially significant growth. #sponsored 
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GSR Markets secures license in Singapore to offer OTC services 





GSR’s Singapore divison secured a rare regulatory nod from Singapore as the city-state aims to become a crypto-friendly hub. GSR... 
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Long-term Bitcoin (BTC) holders have started selling their holdings to a wave of new investors, sparking a fresh surge in... 
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Leading Bitcoin miners witness dip in 2024 production, CryptoQuant says 





Bitcoin mining giants, including RIOT Platforms and Marathon Digital, experience a production decline in 2024, while CleanSpark stands out with... 
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CoinLedger: Bitcoin leads unrealized gains across crypto portfolios 





A CoinLedger study discovered that cryptocurrency portfolios increased in value by an average of $2,804 this year as the industry raced toward its previous 2021 peak. 
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Biden-themed meme coin surges 70% as latest polls emerge  





A meme coin inspired by U.S. President Joe Biden has surged over 70% today, reaching a market cap of $324 million.  
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Picasso Network integrates IBC with Ethereum, improves cross-chain interoperability 





In collaboration with the Composable Foundation, Picasso Network has announced the integration of the Inter-Blockchain Communication protocol with Ethereum. 
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Cathie Wood: Bitcoin rally tied to global currency devaluation 





According to ARK Invest CEO Cathie Wood, Bitcoin's remarkable 130% rally in the past year can be derived from the global devaluation of national currencies. 
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SEC’s Grewal criticizes crypto industry’s ‘noncompliance’ 





U.S. SEC Enforcement Director Gurbir Grewal condemned the crypto industry for its "significant lack of compliance." 
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Spot Bitcoin ETFs saw $39m net inflows on April 2 





Spot Bitcoin ETFs have drawn in over $12 billion in cumulative net inflows within three months of trading, while Grayscale GBTC liquidations continue.  
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FTX ad-hoc grows to $700k in claims as community prepares for bankruptcy vote 





The FTX Customer Ad-Hoc Committee has over 1,400 signups and $700,000 in claims. 
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Solana meme token developers commit rug pull following presale 





The URF meme coin team committed a rug pull and disappeared with 2,400 SOL collected during the coin's presale. 
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BIS launches Project Agorá to explore tokenization in financial systems 





The Bank for International Settlements unveiled Project Agorá, an initiative to explore the potential of tokenization to enhance the efficiency of global financial systems. 
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CoinGecko: Bitcoin rose by 3,230% on average after each halving 





CoinGecko analysts found that, on average, the value of Bitcoin skyrocketed following the coin's previous halving cycles. 
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CoinGecko: Meme coin narratives gain 1,313% during Q1 





During the first quarter of 2024, the crypto market showcased a dynamic performance across various narratives, with meme coins, real-world assets, and AI tokens leading in profitability. 
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KuCoin Bitcoin balances drop over 20% following DOJ lawsuit 





Cryptocurrency balances on KuCoin’s exchange fell across multiple digital assets as the platform navigates a regulatory probe involving its founders.  
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What is Hashcash? Explaining the Bitcoin predecessor 





Want to know what is Hashcash? It’s the original PoW system, inspiring Bitcoin. Dive in and learn how it laid... 
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Ethereum earns $1.17b in fees during first quarter of 2024 





The Ethereum network's net profit amounted to $369.11 million in the first quarter of 2024, which is 209.5% more than in the same period last year. 
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